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(54) OPHTHALMIC DEVICE

(57) This ophthalmic device includes an acquisition
unit, an OCT unit, an analysis unit, and an estimation
unit. The acquisition unit acquires the degree of refraction
of a first region that includes the fovea of an eye being
examined. The OCT unit acquires OCT data for the fun-
dus of the eye using optical coherence tomography. The

analysis unit identifies the shape of the fundus by ana-
lyzing the OCT data. The estimation unit estimates the
degree of refraction of the region of the fundus surround-
ing the first region on the basis of the degree of refraction
of the first region and the shape of the fundus.
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Description

[TECHNICAL FIELD]

[0001] The present invention relates to an ophthalmic apparatus.

[BACKGROUND ART]

[0002] When humans look at an object, light reflected from the object and entering an eye shines on the vicinity of the
center of the retina (specifically, a fovea), the light is converted into electrical signals in the retina, and the electrical
signals are transmitted to the brain (central vision). When humans try to look at the object by shining light on the peripheral
visual field outside the vicinity of the center of the retina, humans rotate the eyeball around the center of rotation of the
eye or turn the face. In other words, the resolution of the peripheral visual field is physiologically low, and the demand
for obtaining an accurate refractive power of the peripheral visual field is low in daily life.
[0003] Meanwhile, in recent years, as one cause of myopia progression, it has been reported the possibility that myopia
progresses as the retina tries to extend backward due to the fact that the focal point of the peripheral visual field is
located further back (scleral side) with respect to the retinal surface (e.g., Non-Patent Document 1). In other words, from
the viewpoint of suppressing the myopia progression, the demand for accurately determining the refractive power of the
peripheral visual field may increase in the future.
[0004] Further, in order to suppress the myopia progression, eyeglasses and contact lenses have been developed.
The eyeglasses and the contact lenses move the focal position of the central visual field to the near side (cornea side)
by increasing the refractive power of the peripheral visual field. Further, refractive surgeries such as the wavefront-
guided LASIK are also performed. Here, the wavefront-guided LASIK is performed based on wavefront aberration
measured in advance. Therefore, in such advanced refractive correction, the demand for accurately measuring the
refractive power of the peripheral visual field may increase even more.
[0005] For example, Patent document 1 discloses an ophthalmic apparatus capable of measuring such a refractive
power of the eye. The ophthalmic apparatus disclosed in Patent Document 1 is capable of performing a subjective
inspection and an objective measurement. The subjective inspection is a subjective test for determining a dioptric power
of a subject’s eye in accordance with a response of the subject to the optotype (Landolt ring, etc.) presented to the
subject’s eye. The objective measurement is an objective test for determining a dioptric power of the subject’s eye based
on changes in the size or the shape of an image of reflected light of light projected onto a fundus of the subject’s eye.

[PRIOR ART DOCUMENTS]

[PATENT DOCUMENTS]

[0006] [PATENT DOCUMENT 1] Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication No. 2016-077774

[NON-PATENT DOCUMENTS]

[0007] [NON-PATENT DOCUMENT 1] Earl L. Smith et al., "Relative peripheral hyperopic defocus alters central re-
fractive development in infant monkeys", Vision Research, September 2009, 49(19), pp.2386-2392

[SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION]

[PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION]

[0008] In general, a fixation target is projected onto a measurement optical axis in ophthalmic apparatuses. Thereby,
a dioptric power in the vicinity of the fovea of the retina can be measured. Thus, a dioptric power in a peripheral region
outside a region including the fovea can not be measured. In such a ophthalmic apparatus, by projecting the fixation
target onto the peripheral region, the dioptric power in the peripheral region can be measured.
[0009] However, in case of projecting a ring-shaped light flux onto the fundus and detecting returning light of the ring-
shaped light flux, the returning light is affected by the shape of the fundus. Thus, the dioptric power can not be measured
with high accuracy. Further, the light is projected onto a region having a predetermined size on the fundus. Thus, a local
dioptric power on the fundus can not be measured. In the same way, in case of projecting light using a rotary prism, the
returning light is affected by the shape of the fundus. Thus, the dioptric power can not be measured with high accuracy.
[0010] The present invention has been made in view of such circumstances, and an object thereof is to provide an
ophthalmic apparatus capable of obtaining a dioptric power in a predetermined region on a fundus of a subject’s eye
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with high accuracy.

[MEANS OF SOLVING THE PROBLEMS]

[0011] The first aspect of some embodiments is an ophthalmic apparatus, including: an acquiring unit configured to
acquire a dioptric power in a first region including a fovea of a subject’s eye; an OCT unit configured to acquire OCT
data of a fundus of the subject’s eye using optical coherence tomography; an analyzer configured to specify a shape of
the fundus by analyzing the OCT data; and a calculator configured to calculate a dioptric power in a peripheral region
of the first region of the fundus based on the dioptric power in the first region and the shape of the fundus.
[0012] In the second aspect of some embodiments, in the first aspect, the calculator is configured to calculate the
dioptric power in the peripheral region using a parameter representing optical characteristics of an eyeball.
[0013] In the third aspect of some embodiments, in the second aspect, the parameter includes axial length data
acquired by measuring the subject’s eye.
[0014] In the fourth aspect of some embodiments, in the second or the third aspect, the parameter includes corneal
shape data acquired by measuring the subject’s eye.
[0015] In the fifth aspect of some embodiments, in any one of the second to the fourth aspect, the parameter includes
at least one of anterior chamber depth data acquired by measuring the subject’s eye and crystalline lens shape data
acquired by measuring the subject’s eye.
[0016] In the sixth aspect of some embodiments, in any one of the first to the fifth aspects, the acquisition unit includes
a refraction measurement unit configured to obtain the dioptric power by projecting light onto the first region and detecting
returning light of the projected light.
[0017] The seventh aspect of some embodiments is an ophthalmic apparatus including: a refraction measurement
unit configured to objectively measure a dioptric power in a predetermined region on a fundus of a subject’s eye; an
OCT unit configured to acquire OCT data of the fundus using optical coherence tomography; an analyzer configured to
specify a shape of the fundus by analyzing the OCT data; and a calculator configured to calculate the dioptric power in
the predetermined region on the fundus based on the shape of the fundus.
[0018] In the eighth aspect of some embodiments, in the seventh aspect, the predetermined region is a region including
a fovea.
[0019] In the ninth aspect of some embodiments, in the seventh aspect, the predetermined region is a peripheral
region of a region including a fovea.
[0020] In the tenth aspect of some embodiments, in any one of the seventh to the ninth aspects, the refraction meas-
urement unit includes an optical system configured to project a ring-shaped measurement pattern onto the subject’s eye
and to detect returning light of the measurement pattern.
[0021] In the eleventh aspect of some embodiments, in the tenth aspect, the analyzer is configured to specify a tilt
angle of a predetermined layer region in the fundus with respect to a predetermined reference direction, and the calculator
is configured to calculate the dioptric power in the predetermined region based on the tilt angle.
[0022] In the twelfth aspect of some embodiments, in the eleventh aspect, the calculator is configured to calculate the
dioptric power in the predetermined region by correcting a major axis and a minor axis of a ring pattern image obtained
based on the returning light detected by the optical system, according to the tilt angle.
[0023] In the thirteenth aspect of some embodiments, in any one of the tenth to the twelfth aspects, the OCT unit is
configured to acquire the OCT data by performing a radial scan on the predetermined region.
[0024] In the fourteenth aspect of some embodiments, in any one of the tenth to the twelfth aspects, the OCT unit is
configured to acquire the OCT data by performing a first scan in a horizontal direction and a second scan in a vertical
direction intersecting the first scan on the predetermined region.
[0025] In the fifteenth aspect of some embodiments, in any one of the tenth to the twelfth aspects, when a fixation
target is projected so that a measurement optical axis is located in a peripheral region of a region including a fovea in
the fundus, the OCT unit is configured to acquire the OCT data by performing a first scan and a second scan in a direction
orthogonal to the first scan, the first scan being a scan in a direction approximately parallel to a direction connecting the
fovea and a projection position of the fixation target.
[0026] The sixteenth aspect of some embodiments, in any one of the first to the fifteenth aspects, further includes a
distribution information generator configured to generate distribution information on dioptric powers, based on each of
two or more positions in the peripheral region of a region including a fovea of the subject’s eye and the dioptric power
calculated by the calculator.
[0027] The seventeenth aspect of some embodiments, in the sixteenth aspect, further includes a controller configured
to superimpose the distribution information on a front image of the fundus and to display the front image that the distribution
information has been superimposed.
[0028] It should be noted that the configurations according to a plurality of aspects described above can be combined
arbitrarily.
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[EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION]

[0029] According to the present invention, an ophthalmic apparatus capable of obtaining a dioptric power in a prede-
termined region on a fundus of a subject’s eye with high accuracy can be provided.

[BRIEF EXPLANATION OF THE DRAWINGS]

[0030]

[FIG. 1] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example of a configuration of an ophthalmic apparatus according
to a first embodiment.
[FIG. 2] FIG. 2 is a flow chart illustrating an example of an operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the
first embodiment.
[FIG. 3] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram for explaining the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the
first embodiment.
[FIG. 4] FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating an example of an operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to a
second embodiment.
[FIG. 5] FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating an example of an operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to a
third embodiment.
[FIG. 6] FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating an example of an operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to a
fourth embodiment.
[FIG. 7] FIG. 7 is a flow chart illustrating an example of an operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to a fifth
embodiment.
[FIG. 8] FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram for explaining the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the
fifth embodiment.
[FIG. 9] FIG. 9 is a flow chart illustrating an example of an operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to a
sixth embodiment.
[FIG. 10] FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example of a configuration of the ophthalmic apparatus
according to a seventh embodiment.
[FIG. 11] FIG. 11 is a flow chart illustrating an example of an operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to
the seventh embodiment.
[FIG. 12] FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram for explaining the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the
seventh embodiment.
[FIG. 13] FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram for explaining the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the
seventh embodiment.

[MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION]

[0031] Referring now to the drawings, exemplary embodiments of an ophthalmic apparatus according to the present
invention are described below. Any of the contents of the documents cited in the present specification and arbitrary
known techniques may be applied to the embodiments below.
[0032] An ophthalmic apparatus according to embodiments is capable of obtaining a local dioptric power (refractivity,
refractive power) on a fundus of a subject’s eye. The ophthalmic apparatus according to some embodiments acquires
a dioptric power in a region including a fovea of the subject’s eye and OCT data of the fundus, analyzes the acquired
OCT data to specify a shape of the fundus, and calculates (i.e., estimates) a dioptric power in a peripheral region outside
the region including the fovea based on the acquired dioptric power and the specified shape of the fundus. In some
embodiments, distribution information on dioptric powers in the region including the fovea or distribution information on
dioptric powers in the peripheral region is generated.
[0033] The ophthalmic apparatus according to some embodiments performs objective refraction measurement and
OCT measurement on a predetermined region on the fundus. The predetermined region is a central region including
the fovea of the subject’s eye or a peripheral region outside the central region. And, the ophthalmic apparatus analyzes
the OCT data, the OCT data being acquired by performing OCT measurement, to specify the shape of the fundus,
corrects a light receiving image, the light receiving image being obtained by performing objective refraction measurement,
based on the shape of the fundus, and calculates a dioptric power in the predetermined region based on the corrected
light receiving image.
[0034] The dioptric power is acquired by performing objective refraction measurement using an objective refraction
measurement apparatus, for example. In some embodiments, the dioptric power is acquired by receiving dioptric power
data from an electronic health record system, etc. In the same way, the OCT data is acquired by performing measuring
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using an OCT apparatus, for example. In the measurement, OCT scan and image data construction are performed. In
some embodiments, the OCT data is acquired from the electronic health record system, a medical image archiving
system, an external apparatus, or the like.
[0035] The ophthalmic apparatus can calculate the dioptric power of the above region using parameter of an eyeball
model such as a known schematic eye. The parameter is a parameter representing optical characteristics of the eyeball.
Examples of the parameter include axial length data, anterior chamber depth data, crystalline lens shape data repre-
senting a shape of a crystalline lens, corneal shape data representing a shape of a cornea. Examples of the crystalline
lens shape data include a curvature of crystalline lens and a thickness of crystalline lens. Examples of the corneal shape
data includes a corneal curvature radius and a corneal thickness. The ophthalmic apparatus can construct a new eyeball
model by replacing a part of the parameter of the eyeball model with an actual measurement value of the subject’s eye,
and can calculate the dioptric power of the above region using the constructed new eyeball model. The above parameter(s)
can be acquired by analyzing the OCT data. In some embodiments, the above parameter is obtained from an electronic
health record system, a medical image archiving system, an external apparatus, or the like.
[0036] The ophthalmic apparatus according to some embodiments includes at least one of an objective refraction
measurement apparatus and an OCT apparatus. The ophthalmic apparatus according to some embodiments includes
a device that receives data from an external apparatus or a recording medium. Examples of the device include a
communication interface and an input/output interface.
[0037] In other words, the ophthalmic apparatus according to the embodiments may be, for example, any one of the
following: (A) an inspection apparatus that includes an objective refraction measurement apparatus (refraction meas-
urement unit) and an OCT apparatus (OCT unit): (B) an inspection apparatus that does not include an OCT apparatus
(OCT unit) but includes an objective refraction measurement (refraction measurement unit): (C) an inspection apparatus
that does not include an objective refraction measurement (refraction measurement unit) but includes an OCT apparatus
(OCT unit): (D) an information processing apparatus that includes neither an objective refraction measurement apparatus
(refraction measurement unit) nor an OCT apparatus (OCT) unit.
[0038] The ophthalmic apparatus according to the embodiments can include one or more processors and perform
various types of data processing. Examples of data processing include analysis processing for the OCT data, calculation
processing of the dioptric power based on the detection result obtained by the objective refraction measurement, and
calculation processing of the dioptric power reflecting the shape of the fundus. In some embodiments, the data processing
includes correction processing for the detection result obtained by performing objective refraction measurement.
[0039] In this specification, the term "processor" is used to mean, for example, a circuit such as a central processing
unit (CPU), a graphics processing unit (GPU), an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a programmable logic
device (for example, a simple programmable logic device (SPLD), a complex programmable logic device (CPLD), or a
field programmable gate array (FPGA)), or the like. The processor realizes, for example, the specific function by reading
out a program stored in a storage circuit or a storage device and executing the program.

<First embodiment>

[0040] The ophthalmic apparatus according to the first embodiment calculates (i.e., estimates) a dioptric power in a
peripheral region outside a central region on the fundus from the dioptric power in the central region including a fovea
on the fundus of the subject’s eye and the shape of the fundus.

<Configuration>

[0041] FIG. 1 shows an example of a configuration of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the first embodiment.
The ophthalmic apparatus 1 according to the first embodiment is an inspection apparatus that includes an objective
refraction measurement apparatus (refraction measurement unit) and an OCT apparatus (OCT unit). The ophthalmic
apparatus 1 includes a measurement unit 10, a control processing unit 50. The measurement unit 10 includes a refraction
measurement unit 20, an OCT unit 30, and a beam splitter BS1. The control processing unit 50 includes a data processor
60 and a controller 70. The data processor 60 includes an analyzer 61, an eyeball model construction unit 62, and a
calculator (estimation unit) 63.
[0042] The refraction measurement unit 20 objectively measures a dioptric power of a subject’s eye E. The refraction
measurement unit 20 has the same configuration as a known refractometer, for example. An exemplary refractometer
(not shown in the figure) includes a projection system, a light receiving system, and a processor, as disclosed in Patent
Document 1.
[0043] A projection system of the refraction measurement unit 20 is configured to project light emitted from a light
source onto a fundus Ef of the subject’s eye E. The projection system projects the light from the light source onto the
fundus Ef through a collimator lens, a focusing lens, a relay lens, a pupil lens, a perforated prism, a decentered prism
(eccentric prism), an objective lens, and the like, for example.
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[0044] A light receiving system of the refraction measurement unit 20 projects reflected light from the fundus Ef onto
an imaging element through the objective lens, the decentered prism, the perforated prism, other pupil lenses, other
relay lenses, another focusing lens, a conical prism, an imaging lens, and the like. Thereby, a ring pattern image formed
on an imaging surface of the imaging element is detected.
[0045] In some embodiments, the refraction measurement unit 20 is configured to project ring-shaped light onto the
fundus Ef and to detect the ring pattern image formed by the reflected light from the fundus Ef. In some embodiments,
the refraction measurement unit 20 is configured to project bright spot onto the fundus Ef, to convert the reflected light
from the fundus Ef into ring-shaped light, and to detect the ring pattern image formed by the converted ring-shaped light.
[0046] The processor of the refraction measurement unit 20 processes the output from the imaging element of the
light receiving system to calculate the dioptric power.
[0047] In some embodiments, the processor executes a process of specifying an elliptical shape by elliptically approx-
imating the ring pattern image acquired by the imaging element and a process of obtaining the dioptric power (meas-
urement data) based on the specified elliptical shape and a diopter for focus adjustment for the focusing lens and the
like, for example.
[0048] In some embodiments, the processor executes a process of obtaining brightness distribution in the image
depicting the ring pattern image acquired by the imaging element, a process of obtaining a position of the center of
gravity of the ring pattern image from the obtained brightness distribution, a process of obtaining brightness distribution
along a plurality of scanning directions extending radially from the obtained position of the center of gravity, a process
of specifying a ring pattern image from the obtained brightness distribution along the plurality of scanning directions, a
process of obtaining an approximate ellipse from the specified ring pattern image, and a process of calculating the
dioptric power by substituting the major axis and the minor axis of the obtained approximate ellipse into a known ex-
pression, for example.
[0049] In some embodiments, the processor executes a process of obtaining a deflection (position shift, deformation,
etc.) of the ring pattern image acquired by the imaging element with reference to the reference pattern, and a process
of obtaining the dioptric power from this deflection, for example.
[0050] In some embodiments, a spherical power S, an astigmatic power C, and an astigmatic axis angle A are calculated
as the dioptric power. In some embodiments, an equivalent spherical power SE (S + C / 2) is calculated as the dioptric
power.
[0051] The OCT unit 30 acquires OCT data by applying OCT scan to the fundus Ef. The OCT data may be interference
signal data, reflection intensity profile data obtained by applying Fourier transformation to the interference signal data,
or image data obtained by imaging the reflection intensity profile data. In the following, an image acquired by using OCT
may be referred to as an OCT image.
[0052] The OCT method that can be performed by the OCT unit 30 is typically Fourier domain OCT. Fourier domain
OCT may be either spectral domain OCT or swept source OCT. The swept source OCT is a method that splits light from
a wavelength tunable light source into measurement light and reference light; superposes returning light of the meas-
urement light projected onto the subject’s eye with the reference light to generate interference light; detects the inter-
ference light with an optical detector; and applies the Fourier transformation etc. to detection data (interference signal
data) acquired in accordance with the sweeping of wavelengths and the scanning of the measurement light to form
reflection intensity profile data. On the other hand, the spectral domain OCT is a method that splits light from a low
coherence light source (broadband light source) into measurement light and reference light; superposes returning light
of the measurement light projected onto the subject’s eye with the reference light to generate interference light; detects
the spectral distribution of the interference light with a spectrometer; and applies the Fourier transformation etc. to
detection data (interference signal data) detected by the spectrometer to form reflection intensity profile data. In other
words, the swept source OCT is an OCT method for acquiring the spectral distribution by time division, and the spectral
domain OCT is an OCT method for acquiring the spectral distribution by space division.
[0053] The OCT unit 30 has the same configuration as a known OCT apparatus, for example. An exemplary OCT
apparatus (not shown in the figure) includes a light source, an interference optical system, a scan system, a detection
system, and a processor, as disclosed in Patent Document 1.
[0054] Light emitted from the light source is split into the measurement light and the reference light by the interference
optical system. The reference light is guided to a reference arm. The measurement light is projected onto the fundus Ef
through a measurement arm. The measurement arm is provided with the scan system. The scan system includes, for
example, an galvano scanner and is capable of deflecting the measurement light one-dimensionally or two-dimensionally.
The scan system deflects the measurement light according to a predetermined scan mode.
[0055] The measurement light projected onto the fundus Ef is scattered and reflected at various depth positions (layer
boundaries, etc.) of the fundus Ef. The returning light of the measurement light from the subject’s eye E is combined
with the reference light by the interference optical system. The returning light of the measurement light and the reference
light generates the interference light according to the principle of superposition. This interference light is detected by the
detection system. The detection system typically includes the spectrometer in case of spectral domain OCT. The detection
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system typically includes a balanced photodiode and a data acquisition system (DAQ) in case of swept source OCT.
[0056] The processor of the OCT unit 30 constructs OCT data based on detection data detected by the detection
system of the OCT unit 30. Typically, the OCT data is image data. Similar to conventional OCT data processing, the
processor constructs the reflection intensity profile data in each A-line by applying filter processing, fast Fourier trans-
formation (FFT), and the like to the detection data. Here, the A-line corresponds to a path of the measurement light in
the subject’s eye E. In addition, the processor constructs the image data of each A-line by applying image processing
(image expression) to this reflection intensity profile data. Here, the image data of A-line is A-scan data.
[0057] The processor can control the scan system according to the scan mode. Examples of the scan mode include
a line scan, a raster scan (three-dimensional scan), a circle scan, a concentric scan, a radial scan, a cross scan, a multi
cross scan. The line scan is a scan pattern along a linear trajectory. The raster scan is a scan pattern consisting of a
plurality of line scans arranged parallel to one another. The circle scan is a scan pattern along a circular trajectory. The
concentric scan is a scan pattern consisting of a plurality of circle scans arranged concentrically. The radial scan is a
scan pattern consisting of a plurality of line scans arranged radially. The cross scan is a scan pattern consisting of two
line scans arranged orthogonal to one another. The multi cross scan is a scan pattern consisting of two line scan groups
orthogonal to one another. Each groups includes five lines parallel to one another, for example.
[0058] The processor can construct B-scan data by arranging a plurality of A-scan data according to the scan mode
performed by the scan system. The processor can construct stack data by arranging a plurality of B-scan data according
to the scan mode performed by the scan system. The processor can construct volume data or voxel data from the stack
data. The processor can render the stack data or the volume data. Examples of rendering method include volume
rendering, multi-planar reconstruction (MPR), surface rendering, and projection.
[0059] Further, the processor can form a B-mode image in an arbitrary cross section, a C-mode image in an arbitrary
cross section, a projection image, a shadowgram, and the like, by performing various renderings on the volume data
acquired as describe above or the stack data acquired as described above. Examples of the B-mode image include a
longitudinal cross-sectional image and an axial cross-sectional image. Examples of the C-mode image includes a trans-
verse section image and a horizontal cross-sectional image. The volume data or the stack data is a three-dimensional
data set. An image in an arbitrary cross section such as a B-mode image or a C-mode image is formed by selecting
pixels (voxels) on a designated cross section from the three-dimensional data set. The projection image is formed by
projecting the three-dimensional data set in a predetermined direction. Examples of the predetermined direction include
a traveling direction of the measurement light, depth direction, and axial direction. The shadowgram is formed by projecting
a part of the three-dimensional data set in a predetermined direction. Examples of the part of the three-dimensional data
set include partial data corresponding to a specific layer. An image having a viewpoint on the front side of the subject’s
eye, such as the C-mode image, the projection image, and the shadowgram, is called a front image (en-face image).
[0060] The beam splitter BS1 coaxially couples an optical path of the optical system (interference optical system, etc.)
of the OCT unit 30 with an optical path of the optical system (projection system and light receiving system) of the refraction
measurement unit 20. For example, a dichroic mirror is used as the beam splitter BS1.
[0061] In some embodiments, the ophthalmic apparatus 1 has a function of presenting a fixation target to the subject’s
eye E. The fixation target is used for guiding a visual line of the subject’s eye E. The fixation target may be an internal
fixation target presented to the subject’s eye E or an external fixation target presented to the fellow eye. In some
embodiments, an optical path of an fixation projection system and the optical path of the interference optical system of
the OCT unit 30 are configured to coaxially coupled using an optical path coupling member arranged between the OCT
unit 30 and the beam splitter BS1. Examples of the optical path coupling member include a beam splitter.
[0062] A projection position of the fixation target on the fundus Ef projected by the fixation target projection system
can be changed. In some embodiments, the fixation target is projected onto the measurement optical axes of coaxially
coupled the optical system of the refraction measurement unit 20 and the optical system of the OCT unit 30. In some
embodiments, the fixation target is projected at a position deviated from the measurement optical axis on the fundus Ef.
[0063] The control processing unit 50 performs various calculations and various controls for operating the ophthalmic
apparatus 1. The control processing unit 50 includes one or more processors and one or more storage devices. Examples
of the storage device include a random access memory (RAM), a read only memory (ROM), a hard disk drive (HDD),
a solid state drive (SSD). The storage device stores various computer programs. The calculation and control for the
present example are realized by the processor operating based on the computer program(s).
[0064] The functions of the data processor 60 and the controller 70 in the control processing unit 50 are realized by
the one or more processors. In some embodiments, the function of the data processor 60 is realized by a data processor
and the function of the controller 70 is realized by a control processor.
[0065] The data processor 60 executes various kind of data processing. For example, the data processor 60 can
execute segmentation processing and calculation processing. In the segmentation processing, a specific tissue or a
specific tissue boundary is obtained using the OCT data. In the calculation processing, a size such as a layer thickness
or a volume of the tissue or a distance between predetermined sites is obtained. Further, the data processor 60 calculates
the dioptric power in the peripheral region from the dioptric power in the central region including the fovea and the shape
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of the fundus Ef, using parameter(s) of an eyeball model. Here, the dioptric power in the central region is acquired by
the refraction measurement unit 20. The shape of the fundus Ef is specified by performing segmentation processing.
[0066] The analyzer 61 specifies a predetermined layer region of the fundus Ef by analyzing the OCT data acquired
by OCT unit 30. Examples of the layer region of the fundus Ef include the inner limiting membrane, the nerve fiber layer,
the ganglion cell layer, the inner plexiform layer, the inner nuclear layer, the outer plexiform layer, the outer nuclear
layer, the external limiting membrane, the photoreceptor layer, the retinal pigment epithelium layer, the choroid, the
sclera, and the boundary surfaces of each layer region.
[0067] Processing for specifying the predetermined layer region from the OCT data typically includes the segmentation
processing. The segmentation processing is known processing for specifying a partial region in an image data. The
analyzer 61 performs, for example, the segmentation processing based on brightness values in the OCT image data.
That is, each of the layer regions of the fundus Ef has a characteristic reflectance, and image regions corresponding to
these layer regions also have characteristic brightness values. The analyzer 61 can specify a target image region (layer
region) by performing the segmentation processing based on these characteristic brightness values. For example, the
analyzer 61 can specify an OS-RPE boundary surface with highest brightness value.
[0068] Further, the analyzer 61 can calculate a predetermined intraocular distance based on the OCT data acquired
by the OCT unit 30. For example, the analyzer 61 specifies peak positions of the detection result (interference signal)
of the interference light corresponding to the predetermined sites in the eye by analyzing the OCT data, and obtains the
intraocular distance based on the distance between the specified peak positions. For example, the analyzer 61 obtains
the intraocular distance (distance between layers) based on the number of pixels and a predetermined spacing correction
value. The number of pixels is the number existing between the two layer regions obtained by performing segmentation
processing. The measurement for the intraocular distance is performed along a predetermined direction. The measure-
ment direction of the intraocular distance may be, for example, a direction determined by OCT scan, or a direction
determined based on the OCT data. Examples of the direction determined by OCT scan include the traveling direction
of the measurement light. Examples of the direction determined based on the OCT data include the direction orthogonal
to the layer. Further, the distance data may be distance distribution data between the two layer regions, a statistic value
calculated from this distance distribution data, or distance data between representative points in each layer region.
Examples of the static value include an average, a maximum value, a minimum value, a median, a mode, a variance,
and a standard deviation.
[0069] Examples of the intraocular distance that can be calculated by the analyzer 61 include an axial length, a corneal
thickness, an anterior chamber depth, a thickness of the crystalline lens, a length of vitreous cavity, a retinal thickness,
and a choroidal thickness.
[0070] Further, the analyzer 61 can calculate various parameters representing optical characteristics of the eyeball
using the obtained intraocular distance.
[0071] The eyeball model construction unit 62 construct an eyeball model. The eyeball model construction unit 62 can
construct a new eyeball model by applying separately acquired parameter(s) to an eyeball model such as a known
schematic eye. Further, the eyeball model construction unit 62 can construct a new eyeball model by applying the
intraocular distance of the subject’s eye E acquired by analyzer 61 as the measured parameter to an eyeball model
such as a known schematic eye.
[0072] The analyzer 61 (or the eyeball model construction unit 62) can specify the shape of the fundus Ef using the
constructed eyeball model. For example, the analyzer 61 (or the eyeball model construction unit 62) specifies the shape
of the fundus Ef by obtaining a difference of the depth positions between the central region on the fundus Ef and the
peripheral region on the fundus Ef.
[0073] The calculator 63 calculates the dioptric power in the peripheral region outside the central region including the
fovea in the fundus Ef. At this time, the calculator 63 calculates the dioptric power in the peripheral region based on the
dioptric power in the central region and the specified shape of the fundus Ef. The dioptric power in the central region is
acquired by the refraction measurement unit 20. The calculator 63 can calculate the dioptric power in the peripheral
region using the parameter(s) of the eyeball model constructed by the eyeball model construction unit 62.
[0074] In some embodiments, the functions of the analyzer 61, the eyeball model construction unit 62, and the calculator
63 are realized by one or more processors. In some embodiments, the function of each of the analyzer 61, the eyeball
model construction unit 62, and the calculator 63 is realized by a single processor.
[0075] The controller 70 controls each part of the ophthalmic apparatus 1. The controller 70 includes a storage unit
(now shown), and can store various types of information. Examples of the information stored in the storage unit include
a program for controlling each part of the ophthalmic apparatus 1, information on the subject, information on the subject’s
eye, measurement data acquired by the measurement unit 10, and processing results acquired by the data processor
60. The function of the controller 70 is realized by a processor.
[0076] The controller 70 can control a display device (not shown). Upon receiving control of the controller 70, the
display device displays information, as a part of user interface. The display device may be, for example, a liquid crystal
display (LCD), or an organic light-emitting diode (OLED) display.
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[0077] The controller 70 can control the ophthalmic apparatus 1 in accordance with a signal from an operation device
(not shown). The operation device functions as a part of the user interface unit. The operation device may include various
types of hardware keys (the joystick, buttons, switches, etc.) provided in the ophthalmic apparatus 1. Further, the operation
device may include various types of peripheral devices (keyboard, mouse, joystick, operation panel, etc.) connected to
the ophthalmic apparatus 1. Further, the operation device may include various kinds of software keys (buttons, icons,
menus, etc.) displayed on the touch panel.
[0078] The refraction measurement unit 20 is an example of the "acquisition unit" according to the embodiments. The
OCT unit 30 is an example of the "acquisition unit" acquiring the OCT data according to the embodiments.

<Operation example>

[0079] The operation of the ophthalmic apparatus 1 according to the first embodiment will be described.
[0080] FIG. 2 illustrates an example of the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus 1. FIG. 2 represents a flowchart of
an example of the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus 1. The storage unit in the controller 70 stores the computer
program for realizing the processing shown in FIG. 2. The controller 70 operates according to the computer program,
and thereby the controller 70 executes the processing shown in FIG. 2.

(S1: Project fixation target)

[0081] First, the controller 70 controls the fixation projection system (not shown) to project the fixation target on the
measurement optical axis of the optical system of the refraction measurement unit 20 on the fundus Ef (central fixation).

(S2: Perform objective refraction measurement)

[0082] Next, the controller 70 controls the refraction measurement unit 20 to perform objective refraction measurement
with the fixation target projected on the measurement optical axis of the optical system of the refraction measurement
unit 20. Thereby, the light is projected onto the fundus Ef of the subject’s eye E, and the dioptric power in the central
region including the fovea of the subject’s eye E can be obtained by analyzing the ring pattern image formed by the
reflected light of the light projected onto the fundus Ef of the subject’s eye E.

(S3: Perform OCT measurement)

[0083] Subsequently, the controller 70 controls the OCT unit 30 to perform OCT measurement (OCT scan) with the
fixation target projected on the measurement optical axis of the optical system of the refraction measurement unit 20
(OCT unit 30). In step S3, the radial scan centered on the central region is performed, for example. Thereby, the B-scan
image (OCT data) of the central region including the fovea of the fundus Ef can be acquired. Further, the B-scan image
can be acquired along the tangential plane and the sagittal plane.

(S4: Perform segmentation processing)

[0084] Next, the analyzer 61 specifies the predetermined layer region by performing segmentation processing on the
B-scan image acquired in step S3, and acquires a Hight data [pixel] of the layer region in the B-scan image. For example,
the predetermined layer region is the OS-RPE boundary surface. The Height data corresponds to a distance in the depth
direction from a predetermined reference position in the B-scan image.

(S5: Construct eyeball model)

[0085] The analyzer 61 acquired a distance [mm] of the Height data using a pixel spacing correction value [mm/pixel].
The pixel spacing correction value is defined by the optical system and is specific to the apparatus.
[0086] Further, the eyeball model construction unit 62 constructs the eyeball model using the obtained Height data as
the fundus shape data.
[0087] FIG. 3 shows a diagram explaining the operation of the eyeball model construction unit 62 according to the
embodiments. FIG. 3 schematically illustrates a part of parameters of the eyeball model.
[0088] The eyeball model construction unit 62 constructs the eyeball model having a predetermined corneal curvature
radius (for example, 7.7 mm) and a predetermined axial length (for example, 24.2 mm), using the parameter(s) of an
eyeball model such as Gullstrand schematic eye.
[0089] The eyeball model construction unit 62 sets a pivot point Pv between the cornea Ec and the fundus Ef in the
eyeball model, as shown in FIG. 3. The pivot point Pv is specific to the apparatus. Typically, a position corresponding
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to a pupil position disposed at a position optically conjugate with the galvano mirror included in the scan system is set
as the pivot point Pv. The pivot point Pv is a position of 3 mm posterior to the cornea Ec, for example. Equidistant (equal
optical path length) positions (ELS) centered on the pivot point Pv correspond to flat positions in the B-scan image
obtained by performing OCT measurement.
[0090] In the eyeball model, the axial length AL and the distance Lp from the anterior surface (posterior surface) of
the cornea to the pivot point Pv are known. Therefore, the distance (AL - Lp) from the pivot point Pv to the fundus Ef is
known. When the curvature radius of the fundus Ef is equal to the distance (AL - Lp), the equidistant positions correspond
to the flat positions in the B scan image as described above. Thereby, the analyzer 61 (or eyeball model construction
unit 62) can specify the shape (for example, curvature radius) of the fundus Ef from the distance [mm] of the obtained
Height data.
[0091] Therefore, the analyzer 61 (or eyeball model construction unit 62) obtains the difference (fundus shape difference
data) Δh [mm] of the height of the peripheral region relative to the central region (fovea). The difference Δh may be
obtained for each A-line in the B-scan image, or may be obtained by fitting with an arbitrary function such as a polynomial
or an aspheric expression (polynomial including a conic constant).

(S6: Calculate dioptric power in peripheral region)

[0092] Next, the calculator 63 calculates the dioptric power in the peripheral region.
[0093] First, the calculator 63 defines a refractive power of the whole eye system in order to relate the shape of the
fundus and the dioptric power. In a typical eyeball model, the refractive power of the whole eye system is 58.64 [Diopter].
Examples of the eyeball model include a Gullstrand schematic eye (precise schematic eye, accommodation pausing
state). In the air conversion length, the focal length of the whole eye system is "1000 / 58.64 = 17.05" [mm]. Information
on unit [mm] obtained using the pixel spacing correction value usually represents the distance in tissue of the living
body. Thereby, the focal length of the whole eye system in tissue of the living body can be calculated by multiplying a
refractive index. Assuming that the equivalent refractive index of the whole eye system is n = 1.38, the focal length ft of
the whole eye system in tissue of the living body is "1000 / 58.64 3 1.38 = 23.53" [mm].
[0094] The calculator 63 calculates the difference ΔD of the eyeball refractive power at the position of the difference
Δh of the height of the peripheral region with respect to the central region (fovea) according to equation (1). The difference
ΔD corresponds to the difference in the eyeball refractive power relative to the central region including the fovea.
[0095] [Equation 1] 

[0096] For example, when Δh = 0.1 [mm] (in tissue), ΔD = 0.18 [Diopter].
[0097] The calculator 63 obtains the dioptric power SEp in the peripheral region by applying the difference ΔD of
equation (1) to the equivalent spherical power SE in the central region, as shown in equation (2).
[0098] [Equation 2] 

[0099] The calculator 63 may obtain the dioptric power in the peripheral region in the B-scan image for each A-line,
or may obtain by fitting with an arbitrary function.
[0100] This terminates the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus 1 (END).

<Second embodiment>

[0101] In the same way as the first embodiment, the ophthalmic apparatus according to the second embodiment
calculates (i.e., estimates) a dioptric power in a peripheral region outside a central region on the fundus from the dioptric
power in the central region including the fovea in the fundus of the subject’s eye and the shape of the fundus. The
difference between the ophthalmic apparatus according to the second embodiment and the ophthalmic apparatus 1
according to the first embodiment is the point of calculating the dioptric power in the peripheral region using axial length
data (measurement value of the axial length) of the subject’s eye E. Hereinafter, the ophthalmic apparatus according to
the second embodiment will be described mainly about the differences from the first embodiment.
[0102] The configuration of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the second embodiment is similar to the configuration
of the ophthalmic apparatus1 according to the first embodiment. Thus, the description of the configuration of the oph-
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thalmic apparatus according to the present embodiment will be omitted.

<Operation example>

[0103] The operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the second embodiment will be described.
[0104] FIG. 4 shows an example of the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the second embodiment.
FIG. 4 represents a flowchart of an example of the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus. The storage unit in the controller
70 stores the computer program for realizing the processing shown in FIG. 4. The controller 70 operates according to
the computer program, and thereby the controller 70 executes the processing shown in FIG. 4.

(S11: Project fixation target)

[0105] First, in the same way as in step S1, the controller 70 controls the fixation projection system (not shown) to
project the fixation target on the measurement optical axis of the optical system of the refraction measurement unit 20
(central fixation).

(S12: Perform objective refraction measurement)

[0106] Next, in the same way as in step S2, the controller 70 controls the refraction measurement unit 20 to perform
objective refraction measurement with the fixation target projected on the measurement optical axis of the optical system
of the refraction measurement unit 20 on the fundus Ef.

(S13: Perform OCT measurement)

[0107] Subsequently, in the same way as in step S3, the controller 70 controls the OCT unit 30 to perform OCT
measurement (OCT scan) with the fixation target projected on the measurement optical axis of the optical system of the
refraction measurement unit 20 (OCT unit 30).

(S14: Perform segmentation processing)

[0108] Next, in the same way as in step S4, the analyzer 61 specifies the predetermined layer region by performing
segmentation processing on the B-scan image acquired in step S13, and acquires the Hight data [pixel] of the layer
region in the B-scan image. For example, the predetermined layer region is the OS-RPE boundary surface.

(S15: Acquire axial length data)

[0109] Next, the analyzer 61 acquires the axial length data of the subject’s eye E. The axial length data includes a
measurement value of the axial length of the subject’s eye E. For example, the analyzer 61 obtains the axial length by
analyzing the OCT data. The OCT data is acquired by performing OCT measurement in step S13. In some embodiments,
the analyzer 61 acquires the axial length data from the electronic health record system. In some embodiments, the
analyzer 61 acquires the axial length data from the external axial length measurement apparatus.

(S16: Construct eyeball model)

[0110] In the same way as in step S5, the analyzer 61 acquired the distance [mm] of the Height data using the pixel
spacing correction value [mm/pixel].
[0111] Further, in the same way as in step S5, the eyeball model construction unit 62 constructs the eyeball model
using the obtained Height data as the fundus shape data. The eyeball model construction unit 62 constructs a new
eyeball model by replacing the axial length, the axial length being one of the parameters of the schematic eye such as
Gullstrand schematic eye, with the axial length acquired in step S15. In the same way as in step S5, the eyeball model
construction unit 62 obtains the difference (fundus shape difference data) Δh [mm] of the height of the peripheral region
relative to the central region (fovea), using the constructed new eyeball model.

(S17: Calculate dioptric power in peripheral region)

[0112] Next, in the same way as in step S6, the calculator 63 obtains the difference ΔD of the eyeball refractive power
using the obtained difference Δh, and calculates the dioptric power in the peripheral region using the obtained difference
ΔD.
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[0113] This terminates the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the second embodiment (END).

<Third embodiment>

[0114] In the same way as the first embodiment, the ophthalmic apparatus according to the third embodiment calculates
a dioptric power in a peripheral region outside a central region on the fundus from the dioptric power in the central region
including the fovea in the fundus of the subject’s eye and the shape of the fundus. The difference between the ophthalmic
apparatus according to the third embodiment and the ophthalmic apparatus 1 according to the first embodiment is the
point of calculating the dioptric power in the peripheral region using corneal shape data (measurement value of the
corneal shape) of the subject’s eye E. Hereinafter, the ophthalmic apparatus according to the third embodiment will be
described mainly about the differences from the first embodiment.
[0115] The configuration of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the third embodiment is similar to the configuration
of the ophthalmic apparatus1 according to the first embodiment. Thus, the description of the configuration of the oph-
thalmic apparatus according to the present embodiment will be omitted.

<Operation example>

[0116] The operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the third embodiment will be described.
[0117] FIG. 5 shows an example of the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the third embodiment. FIG.
5 represents a flowchart of an example of the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus. The storage unit in the controller
70 stores the computer program for realizing the processing shown in FIG. 5. The controller 70 operates according to
the computer program, and thereby the controller 70 executes the processing shown in FIG. 5.

(S21: Project fixation target)

[0118] First, in the same way as in step S1, the controller 70 controls the fixation projection system (not shown) to
project the fixation target on the measurement optical axis of the optical system of the refraction measurement unit 20
(central fixation).

(S22: Perform objective refraction measurement)

[0119] Next, in the same way as in step S2, the controller 70 controls the refraction measurement unit 20 to perform
objective refraction measurement with the fixation target projected on the measurement optical axis of the optical system
of the refraction measurement unit 20 on the fundus Ef.

(S23: Perform OCT measurement)

[0120] Subsequently, in the same way as in step S3, the controller 70 controls the OCT unit 30 to perform OCT
measurement (OCT scan) with the fixation target projected on the measurement optical axis of the optical system of the
refraction measurement unit 20 (OCT unit 30).

(S24: Perform segmentation processing)

[0121] Next, in the same way as in step S4, the analyzer 61 specifies the predetermined layer region by performing
segmentation processing on the B-scan image acquired in step S23, and acquires the Hight data [pixel] of the layer
region in the B-scan image. For example, the predetermined layer region is the OS-RPE boundary surface.

(S25: Acquire corneal shape data)

[0122] Next, the analyzer 61 acquires corneal shape data of the subject’s eye E. The corneal shape data includes a
measurement value of the shape of the cornea Ec of the subject’s eye E. Examples of the shape of the cornea include
a corneal curvature radius and a corneal thickness. For example, the analyzer 61 acquires the corneal shape data
including the corneal curvature radius, the thickness includes, or the like from the electronic health record system. In
some embodiments, the analyzer 61 acquires the corneal shape data from an external cornea shape measurement
apparatus. In some embodiments, the analyzer 61 acquires the corneal thickness by analyzing the OCT data. The OCT
data is acquired by performing OCT measurement in step S23.
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(S26: Construct eyeball model)

[0123] In the same way as in step S5, the analyzer 61 acquired the distance [mm] of the Height data using the pixel
spacing correction value [mm/pixel].
[0124] Further, in the same way as in step S5, the eyeball model construction unit 62 constructs the eyeball model
using the obtained Height data as the fundus shape data. The eyeball model construction unit 62 constructs a new
eyeball model by replacing the parameter representing the corneal shape, the parameter being one of the parameters
of the schematic eye such as Gullstrand schematic eye, with the corneal shape data acquired in step S25. In the same
way as in step S5, the eyeball model construction unit 62 obtains the difference Δh [mm] of the height of the peripheral
region relative to the central region (fovea), using the constructed new eyeball model.

(S27: Calculate dioptric power in peripheral region)

[0125] Next, in the same way as in step S6, the calculator 63 obtains the difference ΔD of the eyeball refractive power
using the obtained difference Δh, and calculates the dioptric power in the peripheral region using the obtained difference
ΔD.
[0126] This terminates the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the third embodiment (END).

<Fourth embodiment>

[0127] In the same way as the first embodiment, the ophthalmic apparatus according to the fourth embodiment cal-
culates (i.e., estimates) a dioptric power in a peripheral region outside a central region on the fundus from the dioptric
power in the central region including the fovea in the fundus of the subject’s eye and the shape of the fundus. The
difference between the ophthalmic apparatus according to the fourth embodiment and the ophthalmic apparatus 1
according to the first embodiment is the point of constructing the eyeball model using a plurality of actual measurement
values of the subject’s eye E and performing ray tracing processing to calculate the dioptric power in the peripheral
region. Examples of the actual measurement value include a measured value of the axial length, a measured value of
the corneal shape, a measured value of the anterior chamber depth, a measured value of the curvature of the crystalline
lens, and a measured value of the thickness of the crystalline lens. Hereinafter, the ophthalmic apparatus according to
the fourth embodiment will be described mainly about the differences from the first embodiment.
[0128] The configuration of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the fourth embodiment is similar to the configuration
of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the first embodiment. Thus, the description of the configuration of the ophthalmic
apparatus according to the present embodiment will be omitted.

<Operation example>

[0129] The operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the fourth embodiment will be described.
[0130] FIG. 6 shows an example of the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the fourth embodiment.
FIG. 6 represents a flowchart of an example of the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus. The storage unit in the controller
70 stores the computer program for realizing the processing shown in FIG. 6. The controller 70 operates according to
the computer program, and thereby the controller 70 executes the processing shown in FIG. 6.

(S31: Project fixation target)

[0131] First, in the same way as in step S1, the controller 70 controls the fixation projection system (not shown) to
project the fixation target on the measurement optical axis of the optical system of the refraction measurement unit 20
(central fixation).

(S32: Perform objective refraction measurement)

[0132] Next, in the same way as in step S2, the controller 70 controls the refraction measurement unit 20 to perform
objective refraction measurement with the fixation target projected on the measurement optical axis of the optical system
of the refraction measurement unit 20 on the fundus Ef.

(S33: Perform OCT measurement)

[0133] Subsequently, in the same way as in step S3, the controller 70 controls the OCT unit 30 to perform OCT
measurement (OCT scan) with the fixation target projected on the measurement optical axis of the optical system of the
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refraction measurement unit 20 (OCT unit 30).

(S34: Perform segmentation processing)

[0134] Next, in the same way as in step S4, the analyzer 61 specifies the predetermined layer region by performing
segmentation processing on the B-scan image acquired in step S33, and acquires the Hight data [pixel] of the layer
region in the B-scan image. For example, the predetermined layer region is the OS-RPE boundary surface.

(S35: Acquire actual measurement data)

[0135] Next, the analyzer 61 acquires actual measurement data of the subject’s eye E. The actual measurement data
includes a measurement value of the axial length of the subject’s eye E, a measurement value of the corneal shape of
the subject’s eye E, a measured value of the anterior chamber depth of the subject’s eye E, a measured value of the
curvature of the crystalline lens of the subject’s eye E, and a measured value of the thickness of the crystalline lens of
the subject’s eye E. Examples of the corneal shape include a corneal curvature radius and a corneal thickness. For
example, the analyzer 61 obtains the axial length, the corneal thickness, the anterior chamber depth, and the thickness
of the crystalline lens by analyzing the OCT data. The OCT data is acquired by performing OCT measurement in step
S33. For example, the analyzer 61 acquires the corneal shape data including the corneal curvature radius, etc. from the
electronic health record system. In some embodiments, the analyzer 61 acquires the actual measurement data from the
electronic health record system. In some embodiments, the analyzer 61 acquires the actual measurement data from
one or more external measurement apparatuses. In some embodiments, the analyzer 61 acquires the corneal shape
data from an external cornea shape measurement apparatus.

(S36: Construct eyeball model)

[0136] In the same way as in step S5, the analyzer 61 acquired the distance [mm] of the Height data using the pixel
spacing correction value [mm/pixel].
[0137] Further, in the same way as in step S5, the eyeball model construction unit 62 constructs the eyeball model
using the obtained Height data as the fundus shape data. The eyeball model construction unit 62 constructs a new
eyeball model by replacing at least one of the parameters of the schematic eye such as Gullstrand schematic eye with
the actual measurement data acquired in step S35.

(S37: Calculate dioptric power in peripheral region)

[0138] The calculator 63 (or the data processor 60) performs ray tracing processing on rays using the constructed
new eyeball model (for example, pupil diameter = ϕ4), the rays entering from the cornea Ec, passing through the pupil,
and reaching the fundus Ef. In the ray tracing processing, a position of the object point is set to a position corresponding
to a far point. The far point is obtained from the dioptric power (equivalent spherical power SE) in the central region
acquired in step S32. The far distance L from the cornea Ec to the position corresponding to the far point is "-1000 / SE"
[mm].
[0139] First, calculator 63 performs the ray tracing processing for the central region. The measured data is applied to
the eyeball model as described above. Thus, even in the central region, the ray may not converge at the fundus Ef. In
this case, the calculator 63 finely adjusts the parameter(s) of the eyeball model so that the ray converges in the central
region (i.e., so that the surface of the fundus Ef is the best image surface).
[0140] Next, calculator 63 performs the ray tracing processing for the peripheral region using the eyeball model with
the parameters finely adjusted. That is, the rays having incident angles with respect to the measurement optical axis
passing through a center of rotation of the eye are traced. The calculator 63 obtains the distance to the object point such
that the rays converge on the fundus Ef in the peripheral region, by performing ray tracing processing while changing
the distance to the object point. The obtained distance to the object point corresponds to the far point distance Lp in the
peripheral region. The calculator 63 can obtain the dioptric power SEp [Diopter] in the peripheral region using equation (3).
[0141] [Equation 3] 

[0142] The calculator 63 performs ray tracing processing while changing the incident angle in a predetermined incident
angle range, and obtains the dioptric power SEp in the peripheral region for each incident angle (angle of view). The
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dioptric power in the peripheral region may be a discrete value for each incident angle or may be fitted with an arbitrary
function in the incident angle range.
[0143] This terminates the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the fourth embodiment (END).
[0144] In the fourth embodiment, the eyeball model is finely adjusted so that the rays converge at the fundus Ef in the
central region. Thus, the obtained dioptric power in the peripheral region corresponds to obtaining a relative dioptric
power for the central region.

<Fifth embodiment>

[0145] The ophthalmic apparatus according to the fifth embodiment specifies a shape of the central region including
the fovea on the fundus of the subject’s eye, and obtains a dioptric power reflecting the specified shape. In the fifth
embodiment, a tilt angle of a predetermined layer region of the fundus with respect to the horizontal direction (a prede-
termined reference direction) may be specified as the shape of the central region of the fundus. Example of the prede-
termined layer region include the OS-RPE boundary surface. Hereinafter, the ophthalmic apparatus according to the
fifth embodiment will be described mainly about the differences from the first embodiment.
[0146] The configuration of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the fifth embodiment is the same as the configuration
of the ophthalmic apparatus 1 according to the first embodiment except that the eyeball model construction unit 62 is
omitted. Thus, the explanation for the configuration of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the present embodiment
is omitted.

<Operation example>

[0147] The operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the fifth embodiment will be described.
[0148] FIG. 7 shows an example of the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the fifth embodiment. FIG.
7 represents a flowchart of an example of the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus. The storage unit in the controller
70 stores the computer program for realizing the processing shown in FIG. 7. The controller 70 operates according to
the computer program, and thereby the controller 70 executes the processing shown in FIG. 7.

(S41: Project fixation target)

[0149] First, in the same way as in step S1, the controller 70 controls the fixation projection system (not shown) to
project the fixation target on the measurement optical axis of the optical system of the refraction measurement unit 20
(central fixation).

(S42: Perform objective refraction measurement)

[0150] Next, in the same way as in step S2, the controller 70 controls the refraction measurement unit 20 to perform
objective refraction measurement with the fixation target projected on the measurement optical axis of the optical system
of the refraction measurement unit 20 on the fundus Ef. Thereby, the ring pattern image is acquired.

(S43: Perform OCT measurement)

[0151] Subsequently, in the same way as in step S3, the controller 70 controls the OCT unit 30 to perform OCT
measurement (OCT scan) with the fixation target projected on the measurement optical axis of the optical system of the
refraction measurement unit 20 (OCT unit 30). In step S43, the cross scan in the horizontal direction and the vertical
direction is performed, for example. That is, the first scan in the horizontal direction and the second scan in the vertical
direction intersecting the first scan are performed or the cross radial scan in the horizontal direction and the vertical
direction is performed. Alternatively, in step S43, the radial scan centered on the central region may be performed, for
example. Thereby, the B-scan images can be acquired along the tangential plane and the sagittal plane.

(S44: Perform segmentation processing)

[0152] Next, the analyzer 61 specifies a predetermined layer region by performing segmentation processing in the
same way as in step S4 and acquires a Hight data [pixel] of the layer region in the B-scan image, for each of the horizontal
and vertical B-scan images acquired in step S43. For example, the predetermined layer region is the OS-RPE boundary
surface.
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(S45: Specify fundus tilt angle)

[0153] Next, in the same way as in step S5, the analyzer 61 acquired the distance [mm] of the Height data using the
pixel spacing correction value [mm/pixel].
[0154] The analyzer 61 calculates a tilt angle θh of the fundus plane for the B-scan image in the horizontal direction
and a tilt angle θv of the fundus plane for the B-scan image in the vertical direction, using the obtained Height data.
[0155] The tilt angles θh and θv can be calculated using the same method as for the tilt angle g1, as follows.
[0156] FIG. 8 schematically shows the B-scan image in the horizontal direction.
[0157] In FIG. 8, at the left end LT of the frame of B-scan image IMG, the distance in the vertical direction from the
upper end UT of the frame to the image region of the site corresponding to the predetermined layer region in the fundus
Ef is set as L1. Examples of the predetermined layer region include the OS-RPE boundary surface and the nerve fiber
layer. In the same manner, at the right end RT of the frame of the B-scan image IMG, the distance in the vertical direction
from the upper end UT of the frame to the image region of the site corresponding to the layer region is set as R1. The
distance L1 is obtained using the Height data at the left end LT of the frame. The distance R1 is obtained using the
Height data at the right end RT of the frame. The analyzer 61 obtains a value | d | corresponding to the actual dimension
for the difference (| R1 - L1 |) in the vertical direction of the image region of the site at the left end LT of the frame and
the right end RT of the frame in B-scan image IMG.
[0158] Next, the analyzer 61 obtains a value "c" corresponding to the actual dimension for the distance HI in the
horizontal direction of the frame of the B-scan image IMG corresponding to the OCT measurement range. For example,
the value "c" is specified using the pixel spacing correction value [mm / pixel] for the length of scanning range in the
horizontal direction.
[0159] The analyzer 61 obtains an inclination angle g0 [degree] according to equation (4).
[0160] [Equation 4] 

[0161] In some embodiments, the analyzer 61 obtains the tilt angle of the fundus plane by correcting the inclination
angle g0 according to a misalignment amount between the measurement optical axis and the eyeball optical axis.

(In the case that the measurement optical axis and the eyeball optical axis substantially coincide with each other)

[0162] When the measurement optical axis and the eyeball optical axis (visual axis) substantially coincide with each
other, the analyzer 61 outputs the inclination angle g0 of the B-scan image as the tilt angle g1 of the fundus plane,
without correcting the inclination angle g0 as shown in equation (5).
[0163] [Equation 5] 

(In the case that the eyeball optical axis is shifted with respect to the measurement optical axis)

[0164] When the eyeball optical axis is shifted with respect to the measurement optical axis, the analyzer 61 obtains
the tilt angle g1 of the fundus plane by correcting the inclination angle g0 of the B-scan image based on a shift amount.
[0165] For example, the analyzer 61 obtains a correction angle ϕ1 according to a linear expression with the shift
amount ds as variable shown in equation (6), and then obtains the tilt angle g1 of the fundus plane by correcting the
inclination angle g0 using the obtained correction angle ϕ1 as shown in equation (7). In equation (6), α1 and c1 are
constants. For example, α1 and c1 can be obtained using the schematic eye data.
[0166] [Equation 6] 

[0167] [Equation 7] 
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(In the case that the eyeball optical axis is tilted with respect to the measurement optical axis)

[0168] When the eyeball optical axis is tilted with respect to the measurement optical axis, the analyzer 61 obtains
the tilt angle g1 of the fundus plane by correcting the inclination angle g0 of the B-scan image based on a tilt amount.
[0169] For example, the analyzer 61 obtains a correction angle ϕ2 according to a linear expression with the tilt amount
dt as variable shown in equation (8), and then obtains the tilt angle g1 of the fundus plane by correcting the inclination
angle g0 using the obtained correction angle ϕ2 as shown in equation (9). In equation (8), α2 and c2 are constants. For
example, α2 and c2 can be obtained using the schematic eye data.
[0170] [Equation 8] 

[0171] [Equation 9] 

(In the case that the eyeball optical axis is shifted and tilted with respect to the measurement optical axis)

[0172] When the eyeball optical axis is shifted and tilted with respect to the measurement optical axis, the analyzer
61 obtains the tilt angle g1 of the fundus plane by correcting the inclination angle g0 of the B-scan image based on the
shift amount and the tilt amount.
[0173] For example, in a range with the small shift amount ds and the small tilt amount dt, the analyzer 61 obtains a
correction angle ϕ3 according to an equation with the shift amount ds and the tilt amount dt as variables shown in
equation (10), and then obtains the tilt angle g1 of the fundus plane by correcting the inclination angle g0 using the
obtained correction angle ϕ3 as shown in equation (11). In some embodiments, equation (10) is a combining equation
obtained by linearly combined an equation for obtaining the correction angle of the shift amount and an equation for
obtaining the correction angle of the tilt amount. In equation (10), α3, α4 and c3 are constants. For example, α3, α4,
and c3 can be obtained using the schematic eye data.
[0174] [Equation 10] 

[0175] [Equation 11] 

(S46: Calculate dioptric power in central region)

[0176] Next, for the horizontal and vertical directions respectively, the calculator 63 corrects the ring pattern image
obtained in step S42 in accordance with the tilt angles θh and θv of the fundus plane specified in step S45. The calculator
63 performs ellipse approximation on the corrected ring pattern image, and obtains the dioptric power using the obtained
elliptical shape by a known method. The obtained dioptric power is calculated as the dioptric power in the central region.
[0177] For example, a major axis of the ring pattern image is LA, and a minor axis of the ring pattern image is LB, the
ring pattern image being acquired when the tilt angle of the fundus plane is 0 degrees. When the fundus plane is tilted
in the major axis direction and the tilt angle is θ degree, the major axis of the ellipse approximated from the acquired
ring pattern image is "LA / cosθ", and the minor axis is LB. Therefore, the calculator 63 can correct the ring pattern image
by multiplying cosθ in the major axis direction of the ellipse obtained by approximating the ring pattern image acquired
in step S42. The same applies to the case of tilting in the minor axis direction. For example, the calculator 63 can correct
the ring pattern image by obtaining the tilt angle in the major axis direction of the ellipse and the tilt angle in the minor
axis direction of the ellipse from each of the tilt angles in the horizontal and vertical directions.
[0178] This terminates the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the fifth embodiment (END).
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<Sixth embodiment>

[0179] The ophthalmic apparatus according to the sixth embodiment specifies a shape of the peripheral region outside
the central region including the fovea on the fundus of the subject’s eye, and obtains a dioptric power reflecting the
specified shape. In the sixth embodiment, in the same way as in the fifth embodiment, a tilt angle of a predetermined
layer region of the fundus with respect to the horizontal direction (a predetermined reference direction) is specified as
the shape of the peripheral region of the fundus. Example of the predetermined layer region include the OS-RPE boundary
surface. Hereinafter, the ophthalmic apparatus according to the sixth embodiment will be described mainly about the
differences from the fifth embodiment.
[0180] The configuration of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the sixth embodiment is similar to the configuration
of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the fifth embodiment. Thus, the description of the configuration of the ophthalmic
apparatus according to the present embodiment will be omitted.

<Operation example>

[0181] The operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the sixth embodiment will be described.
[0182] FIG. 9 shows an example of the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the sixth embodiment.
FIG. 9 represents a flowchart of an example of the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus. The storage unit in the controller
70 stores the computer program for realizing the processing shown in FIG. 9. The controller 70 operates according to
the computer program, and thereby the controller 70 executes the processing shown in FIG. 9.

(S51: Project fixation target)

[0183] First, the controller 70 controls the fixation projection system (not shown) to project the fixation target on a
predetermined projection position deviated from the measurement optical axis of the optical system of the refraction
measurement unit 20 on the fundus Ef (peripheral fixation). The projection position of the fixation target is set so that
the measurement optical axis is arranged in the peripheral region outside the central region including the fovea of the
subject’s eye E.

(S52: Perform objective refraction measurement)

[0184] Next, the controller 70 controls the refraction measurement unit 20 to perform objective refraction measurement
with the fixation target projected on the projection position off the measurement optical axis of the optical system of the
refraction measurement unit 20 on the fundus Ef, in the same way as in step S42. Thereby, the ring pattern image is
acquired.

(S53: Perform OCT measurement)

[0185] Subsequently, the controller 70 controls the OCT unit 30 to perform OCT measurement (OCT scan) with the
fixation target projected on the projection position off the measurement optical axis of the optical system of the refraction
measurement unit 20 (OCT unit 30), in the same way as in step S43. In step S53, for example, the first scan and the
second scan in a direction orthogonal to the first scan are performed. Here, the first scan is a scan in a direction
approximately parallel to a direction connecting the fovea and the projection position of the fixation target. That is, the
x-shaped radial scan is performed, or the cross scan that rotates corresponding to the projection position of the fixation
target is performed. Thereby, the B-scan images can be acquired along the tangential plane and the sagittal plane.

(S54: Perform segmentation processing)

[0186] Next, the analyzer 61 specifies a predetermined layer region by performing segmentation processing in the
same way as in step S4 and acquires a Hight data [pixel] of the layer region in the B-scan image, for each of the horizontal
and vertical B-scan images acquired in step S53. For example, the predetermined layer region is the OS-RPE boundary
surface.

(S55: Specify fundus tilt angle)

[0187] Next, in the same way as in step S45, the analyzer 61 acquired the distance [mm] of the Height data using the
pixel spacing correction value [mm/pixel].
[0188] The analyzer 61 calculates a tilt angle θh of for the B-scan image in the horizontal direction and a tilt angle θv
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of the fundus plane Each for the B-scan, in the same way as in step S45.

(S56: Calculate dioptric power in central region)

[0189] Next, for the horizontal and vertical directions respectively, the calculator 63 corrects the ring pattern image
obtained in step S52 in accordance with the tilt angles θh and θv of the fundus plane specified in step S55, in the same
way as in step S46. The calculator 63 performs ellipse approximation on the corrected ring pattern image, and obtains
the dioptric power using the obtained elliptical shape by a known method.
[0190] This terminates the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the sixth embodiment (END).

<Seventh embodiment>

[0191] In the first to the sixth embodiments, the case of calculating the dioptric power in the peripheral region outside
the central region including the fovea in the fundus of the subject’s eye has been mainly described. In the seventh
embodiment, information for grasping distribution of two or more calculated dioptric powers at two or more positions in
the peripheral region is generated.
[0192] Examples of the distribution information include information representing the dioptric power for each position
and information representing the statistics of the two or more dioptric powers for each block region having a predetermined
size or a predetermined shape. Examples of the statistics include an average, a maximum value, a minimum value, a
median, a mode, a variance, and a standard deviation. In some embodiments, the distribution information is generated
in the distribution table form. In some embodiments, the distribution information is generated in the map format.
[0193] The dioptric power at each of the two or more positions in the peripheral region can be calculated using any of
the methods in the first to the sixth embodiments. In the following, for convenience of explanation, the ophthalmic
apparatus according to the seventh embodiment will be described below in the case of generating the distribution
information on the dioptric power in the peripheral region using the method of the first embodiment. However, the methods
of the second to the sixth embodiments can be applied to generate the distribution information according to the seventh
embodiment in the same way.
[0194] FIG. 10 shows an example of a configuration of the ophthalmic apparatus according to the seventh embodiment.
In FIG. 10, like reference numerals designate like parts as in FIG. 1, and the same description may not be repeated.
[0195] The configuration of the ophthalmic apparatus 1a according to the seventh embodiment differs from that of the
ophthalmic apparatus 1 according to the first embodiment mainly in that a control processing unit 50a is provided in
place of the control processing unit 50. The difference between the control processing unit 50a and the control processing
unit 50 is mainly that the data processor 60a is provided in place of the data processor 60. The data processor 60a
differs from the data processor 60 in that a distribution information generator 64 is added to the configuration of the data
processor 60.
[0196] The distribution information generator 64 generates distribution information on the dioptric powers, based on
each of two or more positions in the peripheral region of the central region including the fovea of the subject’s eye E
and the dioptric power at each position calculated by the calculator 63. That is, the distribution information generator 64
generates the distribution information associating the dioptric power at each position of the two or more positions in the
peripheral region with the each position. Here, the dioptric power is obtained in the same way as in the first embodiment.
In some embodiments, the distribution information generator 64 generates the distribution information on the dioptric
power in the peripheral region and the dioptric powers in at least a part of the central region and. In other words, the
peripheral region in that the distribution information on the dioptric powers is generated by the distribution information
generator 64 may include at least a part of the central region.
[0197] For example, the OCT unit 30 performs the radial scan centered on a reference position in the fundus Ef of the
subject’s eye E. Examples of the reference position include the fovea and a position in the central region including the
fovea. The analyzer 61 obtains the dioptric power in the peripheral region in the same way as in the first embodiment,
for each of the OCT data in a plurality of meridian directions acquired by performing the radial scan. At this time, by
performing ray tracing processing on the measurement light entering the cornea at a predetermined incident angle using
the eyeball model obtained by modeling the eyeball in the same way as in the first embodiment, the dioptric power in
the peripheral region can be obtained for the A-line corresponding to the incident angle. By performing the ray tracing
processing in the same way as described above for each of a plurality of incident angles within a predetermined incident
angle range, the dioptric powers can be obtained at a plurality of positions along a single meridian direction in the
peripheral region. This processing is repeated for the number of scan lines in the meridian direction.
[0198] In addition to the control contents by the controller 70, the controller 70a can control the distribution information
generator 64 and control the output of the distribution information generated by the distribution information generator
64. For example, the controller 70a controls the display device (not shown) to display the distribution information generated
by the distribution information generator 64. In some embodiments, the controller 70a displays the OCT image acquired
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by the OCT unit 30 and the distribution information on the same screen in the display device. In some embodiments,
the controller 70a superimposes the distribution information on the OCT image and displays the OCT image that the
distribution information has been superimposed on the display device. Examples of the OCT image include a front image
of the fundus Ef. In some embodiments, the front image of the fundus Ef is an image acquired using an imaging optical
system (not shown). Examples of the imaging optical system includes a fundus camera.

<Operation example>

[0199] The operation of the ophthalmic apparatus 1a according to the seventh embodiment will be described.
[0200] FIG. 11 illustrates an example of the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus 1a. FIG. 11 represents a flowchart
of an example of the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus 1a. The storage unit in the controller 70a stores the computer
program for realizing the processing shown in FIG. 11. The controller 70a operates according to the computer program,
and thereby the controller 70a executes the processing shown in FIG. 11.

(S61: Project fixation target)

[0201] First, in the same way as in step S1, the controller 70a controls the fixation projection system (not shown) to
project the fixation target on the measurement optical axis of the optical system of the refraction measurement unit 20.

(S62: Perform objective refraction measurement)

[0202] Next, in the same way as in step S2, the controller 70a controls the refraction measurement unit 20 to perform
objective refraction measurement with the fixation target projected on the measurement optical axis of the optical system
of the refraction measurement unit 20.

(S63: Perform OCT measurement)

[0203] Subsequently, in the same way as in step S3, the controller 70a controls the OCT unit 30 to perform OCT
measurement with the fixation target projected on the measurement optical axis of the optical system of the refraction
measurement unit 20 (OCT unit 30). In step S63, the radial scan centered on the central region is performed, for example.
[0204] Further, in step S63, the controller 70a can perform the OCT scan in a direction orthogonal to at least one of
a plurality of meridian directions of the radial scan.

(S64: Perform segmentation processing)

[0205] Next, the analyzer 61 specifies the predetermined layer region by performing segmentation processing in the
same way as in step S4 and acquires the Hight data [pixel] of the layer region in the B-scan image, for the B-scan image
obtained by performing the scan in a single meridian direction of the radial scan performed in step S63.

(S65: Construct eyeball model)

[0206] The analyzer 61 constructs the eyeball model, in the same way as in step S5.

(S66: Calculate dioptric power in peripheral region)

[0207] Next, in the same way as in step S6, the calculator 63 calculates the dioptric power in the peripheral region
based on the eyeball model constructed in step S65. By performing the ray tracing processing in the same way as
described above for each of a plurality of incident angles within a predetermined incident angle range, the calculator 63
obtains the dioptric powers at a plurality of positions along a single meridian direction in the peripheral region. Here, the
predetermined incident angle range is uniquely determined by the arrangement of the optical system and the control
contents for the optical system.

(S67: Next scan line?)

[0208] The controller 70a determines whether or not the calculation processing of the dioptric power in the peripheral
region is to be performed for the next scan line. For example, the controller 70a determines whether or not the calculation
processing of the dioptric power in the peripheral region is to be performed for the next scan line from the number of
line scans in the meridian directions constituting the radial scan performed in step S63.
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[0209] When it is determined to be performed the calculation processing of the dioptric power in the peripheral region
for the next scan line (S67: Y), the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus 1a proceeds to step S64. When it is determined
not to be performed the calculation processing of the dioptric power in the peripheral region for the next scan line (S67:
N), the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus 1a proceeds to step S68.

(S68: Generate distribution information)

[0210] When it is determined not to be performed the calculation processing of the dioptric power in the peripheral
region for the next scan line in step S67 (S67: N), the controller 70a controls the distribution information generator 64
to generate the distribution information representing the distribution of the dioptric powers at positions in the peripheral
region obtained by repeatedly performing the processes in steps S64 to S66.
[0211] The distribution information generator 64 performs the ray tracing processing for each of the incident angles
of the measurement light incident on the cornea within the predetermined incident angle range, and generates the
distribution information associating the incident position of the measurement light (position of the A-line) on the fundus
Ef with the dioptric power at the incident position, as described above.
[0212] FIG. 12 schematically shows an example of the distribution information generated by the distribution information
generator 64. FIG. 12 represents an example of a dioptric power map with the distribution information expressed in the
map format.
[0213] The dioptric power map shown in FIG. 12 represents a two-dimensional distribution of the dioptric powers at
the positions in the central region CF including the fovea and the peripheral region of the central region CF on the fundus
Ef. For example, in the dioptric power map, each of the regions having the dioptric powers Dp1, Dp2, Dp3, Dp4, ... is
identifiably represented. In some embodiments, each of the dioptric powers Dp1, Dp2, Dp3, Dp4, ... is a representative
value of the dioptric powers within a predetermined range. For example, the region having the dioptric power Dp1 may
be a region the dioptric power in range of (Dp1 - Δp) ≤ Dp1 ≤ (Dp + Δq) (Δp and Δq are real numbers).
[0214] In some embodiments, a region having a predetermined range including 0D (diopter) is represented in green.
In this case, the region having a dioptric power on the near-sighted side relative to the predetermined range including
0D is identifiably represented using warm colors varying in steps according to the dioptric power. The region having a
dioptric power on the far-sighted side relative to the predetermined range including 0D is identifiably represented using
cool colors varying in steps according to the dioptric power. In other words, the distribution of the dioptric powers is
represented based on the absolute values of the dioptric powers.
[0215] In some embodiments, a predetermined region including a reference position on the fundus Ef is represented
in green. In this case, the region having a dioptric power on the near-sighted side relative to the dioptric power in the
predetermined region is identifiably represented using warm colors varying in steps according to the dioptric power. The
region having a dioptric power on the far-sighted side relative to the dioptric power in the predetermined region identifiably
represented using cool colors varying in steps according to the dioptric power. In other words, the distribution of the
dioptric powers is represented based on the relative value to the dioptric power at the reference position.
[0216] In some embodiments, a region including the central region is represented in green. Here, the central region
includes the fovea. In this case, the region having a high dioptric power relative to the region including the central region,
the central region including the fovea, is identifiably represented using warm colors varying in steps according to the
dioptric power. The region having a low dioptric power relative to the region including the central region, the central
region including the fovea, is identifiably represented using cool colors varying in steps according to the dioptric power.
In other words, the distribution of the dioptric powers is represented based on the relative value to the dioptric power at
the central region.
[0217] By representing the dioptric power map in any one of the above modes, the entire map can be avoided being
represented using the same color. Thereby, the distribution of the dioptric powers can be easily grasped. In some
embodiments, the dioptric power map is represented in any of the above modes designated by the user.

(S69: Display)

[0218] Next, the controller 70a controls the display device (not shown) to display the distribution information generated
in step S68. For example, the image IMG 10 with the dioptric power map show in FIG. 12 is identifiably displayed on
the display device in any one of the modes described above. Thereby, the distribution of the dioptric powers in the
peripheral region (or the central region and the peripheral region) can be easily grasped.
[0219] In some embodiments, the controller 70a superimposes the image IMG10 on the fundus image G and displays
the fundus image G that the image IMG10 has been superimposed, as shown in FIG. 13. Here, the fundus image G is
the front image of the fundus Ef. On the image IMG10, the dioptric power map shown in FIG. 12 is drawn. It should be
noted that the identification display of each region in the dioptric power is omitted in FIG. 13. In this case, the controller
70a displays the fundus image G and the image IMG10 on the display device, the fundus image G and the image IMG10
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having been performed position matching by the data processor 60a. In some embodiments, the data processor 60a
performs position matching on the fundus image G and the image IMG10 so as to cancel a displacement between the
position of the optical axis for acquiring the fundus image G and the position of the optical axis of the OCT unit 30.
Examples of the optical system for acquiring the fundus image G include an imaging optical system (not shown).
[0220] This terminates the operation of the ophthalmic apparatus 1a (END).
[0221] It should be noted that in step S63 of FIG. 11, at least one line scan may be performed instead of the radial
scan, and the distribution information may be generated based on the obtained scan results.
[0222] In some embodiments, the controller 70a specifies a position designated by the user on the image shown in
FIG. 12 or FIG. 13 (or on the screen of the display device), and displays the B-scan image passing through the specified
position on the display device. In some embodiments, the controller 70a displays the B-scan image passing through the
position, the position being designated by the user, and the fovea on the display device. The B-scan image is an image
that has already been acquired in the OCT measurement performed in step S63 of FIG. 11, for example. Thereby, the
user can easily check the tomographic image at the site of interest by referring to the dioptric power map.
[0223] In some embodiments, the data processor 60a specifies a characteristic region in the dioptric power map. And
then, the controller 70a displays the dioptric power map with the specified characteristic region identifiable on the display
device (for example, highlighting). Examples of the characteristic region in the dioptric power map include a region with
maximum dioptric power, a region with minimum dioptric power, a region with average dioptric power, a region with
mode of the dioptric power, a region with median of the dioptric power, a region with large changes in dioptric power
relative to adjacent regions, a region with small changes in dioptric power relative to adjacent regions.

[Effects]

[0224] The ophthalmic apparatus according to the embodiments will be described.
[0225] An ophthalmic apparatus (1, 1a) according to some embodiments includes an acquisition unit (measurement
unit 10), an OCT unit (30), an analyzer (61), and a calculator (63). The acquiring unit is configured to acquire a dioptric
power in a first region (central region) including a fovea of a subject’s eye (E). The OCT unit is configured to acquire
OCT data of a fundus (Ef) of the subject’s eye using optical coherence tomography. The analyzer is configured to specify
a shape of the fundus by analyzing the OCT data. The calculator is configured to calculate a dioptric power in a peripheral
region of the first region of the fundus based on the dioptric power in the first region and the shape of the fundus.
[0226] According to such a configuration, the dioptric power in the peripheral region of the first region is calculated in
accordance with the shape of the fundus. Thereby, the dioptric power in the peripheral region can be acquired with high
accuracy without being affected by the shape of the fundus. Thus, the ophthalmic apparatus capable of acquiring the
dioptric power in the peripheral region available for high performance refractive correction can be provided.
[0227] In some embodiments, the calculator is configured to calculate the dioptric power in the peripheral region using
a parameter (parameter of the eyeball model) representing optical characteristics of an eyeball.
[0228] According to such a configuration, further, the dioptric power in the peripheral region is calculated using the
parameter representing the optical characteristics of the eyeball. Thereby, the dioptric power in the peripheral region
can be acquired with even higher accuracy.
[0229] In some embodiments, the parameter includes axial length data (measurement value of the axial length) acquired
by measuring the subject’s eye.
[0230] According to such a configuration, the dioptric power in the peripheral region can be calculated by reflecting
the measurement value of the axial length of the subject. Thereby, the dioptric power in the peripheral region can be
acquired with even higher accuracy.
[0231] In some embodiments, the parameter includes corneal shape data (measurement value of the corneal curvature
radius, measurement value of the corneal thickness) acquired by measuring the subject’s eye.
[0232] According to such a configuration, the dioptric power in the peripheral region can be calculated by reflecting
the measurement value of the corneal shape of the subject. Thereby, the dioptric power in the peripheral region can be
acquired with even higher accuracy.
[0233] In some embodiments, the parameter includes at least one of anterior chamber depth data (measurement value
of the anterior chamber depth) acquired by measuring the subject’s eye and crystalline lens shape data (measurement
value of the curvature of the crystalline lens, measurement value of the thickness of the crystalline lens) acquired by
measuring the subject’s eye.
[0234] According to such a configuration, the dioptric power in the peripheral region can be calculated by reflecting
the measurement value of at least one of the anterior chamber depth and the crystalline lens shape of the subject.
Thereby, the dioptric power in the peripheral region can be acquired with even higher accuracy.
[0235] In some embodiments, the acquisition unit includes a refraction measurement unit (20) configured to obtain
the dioptric power by projecting light onto the first region and detecting returning light of the projected light.
[0236] According to such a configuration, the ophthalmic apparatus capable of performing objective refraction meas-
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urement and of measuring the dioptric power in the peripheral region with high accuracy can be provided.
[0237] An ophthalmic apparatus (1, 1a) includes a refraction measurement unit (20), an OCT unit (30), an analyzer
(61), and a calculator (63). The refraction measurement unit is configured to objectively measure a dioptric power in a
predetermined region (central region or peripheral region) on a fundus (Ef) of a subject’s eye (E). The OCT unit is
configured to acquire OCT data of the fundus using optical coherence tomography. The analyzer is configured to specify
a shape of the fundus by analyzing the OCT data. The calculator is configured to calculate the dioptric power in the
predetermined region on the fundus based on the shape of the fundus.
[0238] According to such a configuration, the dioptric power in the predetermined region of fundus is calculated in
accordance with the shape of the fundus. Thereby, the dioptric power in the predetermined region can be acquired with
high accuracy without being affected by the shape of the fundus.
[0239] In some embodiments, the predetermined region is a region including a fovea.
[0240] According to such a configuration, the dioptric power in the central region of the fundus, the central region
including the fovea, can be accurately acquired.
[0241] In some embodiments, the predetermined region is a peripheral region of a region including a fovea.
[0242] According to such a configuration, the dioptric power in the peripheral region of the central region of the fundus,
the central region including the fovea, can be accurately acquired. The dioptric power in the peripheral region can be
used for advanced refractive correction .
[0243] In some embodiments, the refraction measurement unit includes an optical system (projection system, light
receiving system) configured to project a ring-shaped measurement pattern onto the subject’s eye and to detect returning
light of the measurement pattern.
[0244] According to such a configuration, the ophthalmic apparatus capable of performing objective refraction meas-
urement and of measuring the dioptric power in the predetermined region without being affected by the shape of the
fundus with high accuracy can be provided.
[0245] In some embodiments, the analyzer is configured to specify a tilt angle of a predetermined layer region in the
fundus with respect to a predetermined reference direction, and the calculator is configured to calculate the dioptric
power in the predetermined region based on the tilt angle.
[0246] According to such a configuration, the tilt angle of the predetermined layer region of the fundus with respect to
the predetermined reference direction is specified as the shape of the fundus. Thereby, the dioptric power in the prede-
termined region of the fundus can be calculated in accordance with the shape of the fundus, with a simple process.
[0247] In some embodiments, the calculator is configured to calculate the dioptric power in the predetermined region
by correcting a major axis and a minor axis of a ring pattern image obtained based on the returning light detected by
the optical system, according to the tilt angle.
[0248] According to such a configuration, the dioptric power in the predetermined region is obtained by correcting the
major axis and the minor axis of the acquired ring pattern image in accordance with the tilt angle. Thereby, the dioptric
power in the predetermined region of the fundus can be calculated in accordance with the shape of the fundus, with a
simple process.
[0249] In some embodiments, the OCT unit is configured to acquire the OCT data by performing a radial scan on the
predetermined region.
[0250] According to such a configuration, the tile angle can be specified for a plurality of directions. Thereby, the
dioptric power in the predetermined region of the fundus can be calculated with high accuracy.
[0251] In some embodiments, the OCT unit is configured to acquire the OCT data by performing a first scan in a
horizontal direction and a second scan in a vertical direction intersecting the first scan on the predetermined region.
[0252] According to such a configuration, the tilt angle can be specified for the horizontal direction and the vertical
direction. Thereby, the dioptric power in the predetermined region of the fundus can be calculated with high accuracy.
[0253] In some embodiments, when a fixation target is projected so that a measurement optical axis is located in a
peripheral region of a region including a fovea in the fundus, the OCT unit is configured to acquire the OCT data by
performing a first scan and a second scan in a direction orthogonal to the first scan, the first scan being a scan in a
direction approximately parallel to a direction connecting the fovea and a projection position of the fixation target.
[0254] According to such a configuration, the tile angle can be specified for a plurality of directions even if the fixation
target is projected onto the position off the measurement optical axis. Thereby, the dioptric power in the predetermined
region of the fundus can be calculated with high accuracy.
[0255] The ophthalmic apparatus according to some embodiments further includes a distribution information generator
(64) configured to generate distribution information on dioptric powers, based on each of two or more positions in the
peripheral region of a region including a fovea of the subject’s eye and the dioptric power calculated by the calculator.
[0256] According to such a configuration, the peripheral defocus state of the fundus considered to be one of the factors
of the myopia progression can be easily grasped.
[0257] The ophthalmic apparatus according to some embodiments further includes a controller (70a) configured to
superimpose the distribution information on a front image of the fundus and to display the front image that the distribution
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information has been superimposed.
[0258] According to such a configuration, the peripheral defocus state of the fundus of the subject’s eye can be grasped
specifically.

<Others>

[0259] The above-described embodiments are merely examples for carrying out the present invention. Those who
intend to implement the present invention can apply any modification, omission, addition, or the like within the scope of
the gist of the present invention.
[0260] In some embodiments, a program for causing a computer to execute the method of controlling the ophthalmic
apparatus is provided. Such a program can be stored in any computer-readable recording medium (for example, a non-
transitory computer readable medium). Examples of the recording medium include a semiconductor memory, an optical
disk, a magneto-optical disk (CD-ROM, DVD-RAM, DVD-ROM, MO, etc.), a magnetic storage medium (hard disk, floppy
(registered trade mark) disk, ZIP, etc.), and the like. The computer program may be transmitted and received through
a network such as the Internet, LAN, etc.

[EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS]

[0261]

1, 1a Ophthalmic apparatus
10 Measurement unit
20 Refraction measurement unit
30 OCT unit
50, 50a Control processing unit
60, 60a Data processor
61 Analyzer
62 Eyeball model construction unit
63 Calculator
64 Distribution information generator
70, 70a Controller
BS1 Beam splitter
E Subject’s eye
Ec Cornea
Ef Fundus
ELS Equal optical path length plane

Claims

1. An ophthalmic apparatus, comprising:

an acquiring unit configured to acquire a dioptric power in a first region including a fovea of a subject’s eye;
an OCT unit configured to acquire OCT data of a fundus of the subject’s eye using optical coherence tomography;
an analyzer configured to specify a shape of the fundus by analyzing the OCT data; and
a calculator configured to calculate a dioptric power in a peripheral region of the first region of the fundus based
on the dioptric power in the first region and the shape of the fundus.

2. The ophthalmic apparatus of claim 1, wherein
the calculator is configured to calculate the dioptric power in the peripheral region using a parameter representing
optical characteristics of an eyeball.

3. The ophthalmic apparatus of claim 2, wherein
the parameter includes axial length data acquired by measuring the subject’s eye.

4. The ophthalmic apparatus of claim 2 or 3, wherein
the parameter includes corneal shape data acquired by measuring the subject’s eye.
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5. The ophthalmic apparatus of any one of claims 2 to 4, wherein
the parameter includes at least one of anterior chamber depth data acquired by measuring the subject’s eye and
crystalline lens shape data acquired by measuring the subject’s eye.

6. The ophthalmic apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein
the acquisition unit includes a refraction measurement unit configured to obtain the dioptric power by projecting light
onto the first region and detecting returning light of the projected light.

7. An ophthalmic apparatus, comprising:

a refraction measurement unit configured to objectively measure a dioptric power in a predetermined region on
a fundus of a subject’s eye;
an OCT unit configured to acquire OCT data of the fundus using optical coherence tomography;
an analyzer configured to specify a shape of the fundus by analyzing the OCT data; and
a calculator configured to calculate the dioptric power in the predetermined region on the fundus based on the
shape of the fundus.

8. The ophthalmic apparatus of claim 7, wherein
the predetermined region is a region including a fovea.

9. The ophthalmic apparatus of claim 7, wherein
the predetermined region is a peripheral region of a region including a fovea.

10. The ophthalmic apparatus of any one of claims 7 to 9, wherein
the refraction measurement unit includes an optical system configured to project a ring-shaped measurement pattern
onto the subject’s eye and to detect returning light of the measurement pattern.

11. The ophthalmic apparatus of claim 10, wherein

the analyzer is configured to specify a tilt angle of a predetermined layer region in the fundus with respect to a
predetermined reference direction, and
the calculator is configured to calculate the dioptric power in the predetermined region based on the tilt angle.

12. The ophthalmic apparatus of claim 11, wherein
the calculator is configured to calculate the dioptric power in the predetermined region by correcting a major axis
and a minor axis of a ring pattern image obtained based on the returning light detected by the optical system,
according to the tilt angle.

13. The ophthalmic apparatus of any one of claims 10 to 12, wherein
the OCT unit is configured to acquire the OCT data by performing a radial scan on the predetermined region.

14. The ophthalmic apparatus of any one of claims 10 to 12, wherein
the OCT unit is configured to acquire the OCT data by performing a first scan in a horizontal direction and a second
scan in a vertical direction intersecting the first scan on the predetermined region.

15. The ophthalmic apparatus of any one of claims 10 to 12, wherein
when a fixation target is projected so that a measurement optical axis is located in a peripheral region of a region
including a fovea in the fundus, the OCT unit is configured to acquire the OCT data by performing a first scan and
a second scan in a direction orthogonal to the first scan, the first scan being a scan in a direction approximately
parallel to a direction connecting the fovea and a projection position of the fixation target.

16. The ophthalmic apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 15, further comprising
a distribution information generator configured to generate distribution information on dioptric powers, based on
each of two or more positions in the peripheral region of a region including a fovea of the subject’s eye and the
dioptric power calculated by the calculator.

17. The ophthalmic apparatus of claim 16, further comprising
a controller configured to superimpose the distribution information on a front image of the fundus and to display the
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front image that the distribution information has been superimposed.
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